
● Original Roentdek MCP/DLD80 assembly: pre- 
sence of alumina (known for low work function) 
in the region of high electric field, close to ion/ 
electron drift region

● Grounded mounting ring: triggering high electric 
field near delay line anode wires
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ABSTRACT

    Measurements of correlation parameters from beta decay of atoms in a MOT may 
require application of an electric field, which can work as a spectrometer  for  recoiling 
ions and atomic shake-off  electrons  on  their way to  MCP based detectors in a back- 
to-back geometry. Such a field, in combination with the drift distance, separates in time 
the arrival of recoiling, differently charged ionized atoms on  an  ion detector relative to 
much faster moving shake-off electrons, detected by an electron MCP.  This  allows us 
to distinguish between ions with different charge and calculate correct kinematics event 
by event.    
    In our earlier measurements of the beta asymmetry from beta decay of trapped 
polarized 37K atoms [B.Fenker et al. PRL 120~062502 (2018)], we have achieved an 
electric field of about 540V/cm. Further increase of the field prevented simultaneous 
detection of ion and electrons, resulting in high, up to 1MHz, background count rate in 
both detectors. Recent development of spectrometer allowed us to reach a field strength 
of 1000V/cm and ensure reliable simultaneous operation of both ion and electron MCP 
based detectors in beta decay measurements of trapped 92Rb  [J.McNeil, contributed 
talk to DNP-DPN]. 
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TRINAT's detecting chamber with coils, MCP based electron and ion detectors.  Ion 
detector is shown in original, commercially available Roentdek's design.  

● Focuses ions and shake-off electrons onto MCP based detectors, 
improving collection efficiency

● Accelerates ions/electrons, improving a detection efficiency
● Spreads ions of different charges in velocity space: for large enough 
drift distances separates them in time of flight and makes possible an 
extraction of kinematic parameters. 
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In order to elimi- 
nate distortions of 
electric field by HV 
supplying wires, 
they were placed 
inside of conduc- 
ting sleeves. Initial 
design of the sle- 
eves from a Sigra- 
dur G (glassy car- 
bon) was replaced 
by another one, 
which did not con- 
tain a straight path 
on surfaces along 
the electric field.

CHANGE IN ION DETECTOR ASSEMBLY DESIGN

DESIGN OF 2014

DESIGN OF 2018

● MCP is mounted directly on titanium electrode 
(titanium oxide is known for high work function) 
electrode: no alumina presents in a ion/electron 
drift  region  with high electric field

● Mounting ring is at the same potential as anode 
relaxing conditions for delay line wires

   The assembled electrostatic focusing system together with ion 
detector have been conditioned in Ar atmosphere under pressure 
about 100 Torr (inspired by Ran Hong, Ph.D. thesis, U. Washington) 
to smooth and clean exposed surfaces. Under these conditions we 
expected discharge across 1mm gap at voltage difference about 
1000V. We performed the process of conditioning in a hermetic 
vessel with large viewports which allow us to observe and locate 
places of arcing.  
   The prepared this way accelerating/detecting system allowed us to 
simultaneously detect ions and shake-offs from β-decays of about 
100K trapped 92Rb atoms with ~kHz of electron background 
remaining. Detectors had shown a stable operation in electric field of 
1000V/cm. Such electric field allowed us to completely collect and 
partially separate in time of flight Sr+2,+3,+4 ions with initial energies up 
to 430eV in coincidence with fast arriving (few ns time of flight) 
shake-off electrons. 

ELECTRIC FIELD:
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R-TOF distribution of hits by 92Sr ions on Ion detector. (courtesy of J.McNeil) 
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